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ABSTRACT. ,

This report is intended to provide a history ofNte a

a

r development and evaluation of a set of training materials. The goal

.
i

f this unit is.toy help sphool staff develop an unde'fstanding orthe
nowledge and skills necessary to identify, collect, organize, and

analyze information UsefuL in making decisions about program
modification. The-uni.Wleals'with the following topics; (1)

,

identiiving decis;onslpgiaae made about program Todification, and .

specifyi..g who 'makes these decisionsf. (2) identifying alternative
courses of action for decisions in the ,instructional ,management area;
(3) determining what infoimation is relevant fo docilichtion
decisions; (4) taking responpibility for or cantributinq. to a plan
for program modification information; ,and (5) analyzifig, 1.nd reporting
information. Described in this report are the parts\of the unit, the
program `of development, testing, and field tests. A review of the,
ukit.hy two specialists- is summarized. (AuthotAMLF)
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This feptrtAs intended 'to prOvide a 4isfory of ,,the development and.,
- ,t1- .

.
'..

.

byevaluation of one. of the products produced by the Educational Management

. 4' . . .
1:rogram. Reference is.made ih the,body of the fbport to more detailed

. .. F . i
e

1
...

.freports, 0,r memoranda which document the developMent and testing procedures
% , . .

used. All of thes,ef.documents are the program:files,'

.

and many,of.them have
14 .,

been submitted to Oriems*funding agencies pat have supported the' program
4,.. . ''?

lt

e

work. !r,

., ....
4:::1

.
The report hasfbeen written primarily for.those associatedwith-the

.
_ 1 ?? )

1 > ) V
' National Institute of Education, and possibly some imtentidi user of the

product, who needtosmake judgments about product quality but don't have the

.

time to become familiari4 detail with the itself and the extensive
.

=

report.preparedduring the developMent, and evaluation of the product: The

.0.

history of development is described Zmy in sufficient detail to.suggest the
.

. ,

amount pf thought, care, and discipline that went into cteati64 ofthe

product., Evaluation information obtained during development j.s presented att..

.

a'level that would accurately reflect the strengths and weaknesses of the
4

unit, .There is no separate detailed technical evaluation report 4or this
.

0

unit, but all of the data and documentation are available in the program

:.

files... f'
.. p v. "

0 , j

.1

a ,
Richard It Watkins
Program Diteetor
Educational Management Program
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Thetevelopment,and Evlluation,,of

Evaluation for Program Improvement,

/
t,

; Evaluation fir Program Improvement iS one Of Rix 'sets of training

.

..

materials'4evelop&I to increase the skill', knowledgetand understanding of
. ,

-,..
, 0 -"

,

a

)1

persortel in the area
. .

f in structional planning and management: In-

/ ' c,. i
,strUctional planning is -clef ed generally as-that area of educational admin-

istration that is concerned faith providing egitatidffal
z

lipportunites for
,

,.

Aildren. This area may be further defined as _involving the eStablishment 1,-

,

. 4'.. s. e .,
,of instructional program purposdi, the design and implementationtof programs,

. ,..-' ,
,

.

-and the evaluation of instructional programs. The materials in Evaluatio4

. 4. ,
. .,

for Program Iniprdvement-ar6 directed to the secod\of these iee 'functions.

Intended Users

These materials are
e.

responsible

I
4

designed for these

for deciding whether, and Aat,

school personnel whoare directly

pa(tS of n instructional 'program-

should be4 .1tered to increase the use4Ilness or effectiveness of the -p gram.
.1.

The specific role titles of such staff will yob, from district to distric

r. -but most'often will include building principals, dtpartment heads, district

.

I

curriculum specialists, and teachers.l&-are servang on curriculum committees:
.. -

.
. . e'

Depending on the Size and organization'of a slool district or system, the

a'

unit, may also be found useful by district
N
office

I
administrators other than'

/.
.

40 .
I

bersthose with direct cutriculur respogibilities ,

a

Boa tdbf Educati% members,,

.
. .

'parents and students. It. should be clear,that the intended user group can

1

best be defined By function and interest rather than by a.particular role

title, and ,that the group could inclUde staff.notmeoessarily falling un

the heading of administrators.

O
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The goal of this unit is o hblp school staff develop an iniarstanding

A

V

'urthe knowledge and skills necessary to identify, collect, organize arid-
.).

analyze information useful in makip decisions about program modificAion
.d

,

The.linit,deals with the following,tOpics:

1. Identifying decisions that are both

made about program Modification, An
, .

c*

decisioll;

necessary and feasible to be

d specifying who, makes these

S
f

'Identiiring alternative courses of action for decisions in the

instructional management area; A

.

3. Determining what information is relevant to modification
, 4

decisitms;
. .

4.' Taking responsibility for or contributing, to a pl aln for

_Collecting, organizinlg and `analyzing program:modification

information; and 4
1

S. Analyzing and reportin information.
/

This unit is designed to be use in five sessions of three hours each.

....%--

although some variations are possible to reduce the time required. MUCh of

the,unit is based on an actual evaluation project and is presented in Itli.

.

..,-

t

,
form of simulation exercises involving role playing. Session I, "Introduction .

to Program EValuation, presents an overview of evaluation in general and
.5.

program evaluation in particular. It introduces a five -step evaluation

process 4ong with activities for learnirig h touse this process. Audio.;

-:,visual materials,, exercises and written material are used Promote partici-
.

'Sant intere. , involvement and discusiion.

In Sess ons II,.III, and IV, the participants are divided into teams of

. six to eleven people and asked, though role playing, to simul,

IM
to

to the

1.

A
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iS

: . --t
. . , .

.....
\ .

,
dctivitie,,,Cof aneevaluation 'committee that is faced with the.pr6b ems. 'en7

..;?

,countered in the actual eva/uation.iitoject.. After each-simulation exercise,
u ,...

4',

' the participants discuss what-occurred in the meeting of their "evaluation

s

t.,..4
. "

%

team" then review a 4escription of what'took place in the actua% evalua-:

tic:ill .0-Ojec\at This stage.
- , -

. .--Th
.

.

A
.

4-' .1
. , %

. .

In'Session LI-participants identify decisions,' decision makers and t-4-

: . .

alternative courses of actionfor.the simulated evalimition pre4 a .1

Session. III continues the simulation exercise.' .1?
e

information the decisi9fi Maker 'will need in decid

.

ticipants identAr What

g on suitable courses of

act on and suggesting What ifistuments could be psed to gather this informa-

.tion. In Session TV, participants plan for the collection, organization and

*41alysis of information, and consider how to draw conclusions from the

infoilAtion and make useful recommendations to decision makers. In the final
, -

..

session, participants draw on their experience in the simulations to analyze
,

. -4 \
and criticize the ac al evaluation design and final report.

. ,

%

Reading material to be covered between sessions is included ag prepara-
, h5. . l' _

. .

tion for the next session Much of this material is drawn from the repor '
, .

on the-actual evaluation study, although pOrtions of other publications that
, .

are particularly relevant are also used. An annotated bibliography is included
t

in the materials for each session for-those-who may., wish to pursue particular

evaluation issues
A
in:morip depth than iessible in the time available in the

training workshop. -, Finally, the unit includes a fairly extensive bikioffaphy

organized in four categories: other evafUati training materials; general

references on evaluation; sources for measurement instruments; and general

4 ...

references on educational measurement. .

Use of the unit retitires a coordinator who has quite-an active ro as

organizer and, to a lesser extent, as discussion leader. °There is a separate

a
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oo 4
.

Coordinator% Manual sN1 as transparetcies and a filmstrip and cassette tape:1.1 .

'
.)

.

i

, .

Successful use of the unit may'reliuire two or thr,kee days for
4

the Cedrdinator.to: 1

I V'

I.

ir
fhecom amiliar with the materials prior to `first use. The coordinator need

. .
1

not be an evaluation or measurement specialist, but it could be
.
moat helptul if

th6 material .in the annotated bibliography has been read prior to ,the workshop.A.
1 If the coordinator does not accept the decision oriented approach

.

toeValuation
. .

. .

underlying the unit, it may interfere with the success Ol the workshOP.
'4 r

Development and Testing

The Educltioual Management'Program evolved from an earlier program of

the Laboratory concerned with creating an awareneas and greater utilization

by schoolstaffs'of the results of research and development effcirt. As work

on this earlier program was
A

being carried out, the need to assist school

4

staffs in clarifying their goals and objectives became increasingly clear.

The development of a training unit on goal setting,. objectives and evaluation

was first identified in the proposed scope of work to be completed in 1970 (Far

'West Laboratory, September 1969, pp. 80 ff.). As the plans for this unit were

worked out in greater detail, it becaie evident that morelthan a single unit

would be necessary. Prototypes and field test forms of two units, Deriving

Goals and Analyzing Problems were.developed in 1970. The plans for a third unit,

Objeitives and Evaluation were described in general terms to be included in the

scope of wont. for 1971 (Far West Laboratory, September 1970, p0i,..50 ff.). During
'r

the summer and fall, however, Banathy and Jenks were completing the conceptual-

ization of an instructional planning and management system. At this conceptual

level, separate training units,. one on deriving objectives and one on program

eval Lidn,-were' identified4 The former fell under the general heading of

ogram purposing,'and included planningfor program monitoring; the latter

/r fell under the heagng of program management, and included both evaluation forr
b,

4
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.1 ' . .

'program modification and e4lilation for final decision making.
. .

)
. .

. First unit prototype: The development of a separate. unii on deriving
°

ob5ective' s was initiated in January 1971; .planning. for ,program' evaluation in

-'\'- t-

- ,.
4 ie

. elation to the objectives was not included Within the definition'of the unit,

. ajectiyes. ConcoptuAlitation of, and deta iled planning for a separateuhit
.- .

.v
. . ..

on program evaIua/ion was started in the spring of'1971 and presented in _
.,

was
"

detail .in a kaff'pap0 (Harris, Auggst 1971)..ale initial plans for, the
-f

urift were derived fiom a systems analysis airoach.to evaluation In,which the
..'

.

. 4 ,

evaluation subsystem consisted of four separate'fbnctions: defining indica-

t

A

T1

. ..
.

. tors of objectiVes and-settihg standardS; collecting.data; analyzing data;.
, , . . . ,

..

t,:,

acid identifying necessary program adjustments. Very detailed behavioral
,

objectives for each/of these functions, or elements. f the evaluation sub-
. .. ,

system, were stated, and:the objgctives for the unit I. in effect to enable

trainees to achieve these fUnctional.objectives. File kinds of program
i

. i.
were

v
, ,, .

evaluation were also identified: design; -implementa, ion; process; outcomes; )

. Y
,and costs.

r

.
4 ,

Two major,tmit organizations wereanalyzed in detail, one using the...

'''

r
.

functional approach and'the other Using.the program evaluation types approach.,. -.
The functional approach was seen to result in a .-shorter unit that, if success-

,,

ful, would irOartmore.keneralizable'skills and knowledge. It was, however,
.:

,,

decided to organize modules around -014 types of evaluation even though it would.

require much greater effort. There liere three reasons fOr thiS choice:

.

1. It was more nearly consistent with approaches used by others in the
preparaiion di evaluation training materials and particularly con-
sistent with the approach being followed by the Center for the Study
of'Evaluation at UCLA. This meant that the new unit could make use
of existing materials, or could refer usejs to existing prograr&,
rather thin developing an entirely new unit.

4

2. The skills andkhowledge would be more immediately applicable to the
solution: of school 'evaluation problems,

)



04,

3. The unit'coad be developed in a mbdttpr fashion so that users could
,choose training for a particular type of evaluation that they.per-
ceived to be most releVant to their problems.

The plans Are Put into effect, and a prototype version of the unit com-
_

'pleted (Far West Laboratory, September 1971, pp. A 48-49;,Harris, October 1971).

The prototype unit was composed of an IntroduOt9ry Overviewllodule, and five

additionalmodules, eacIldireCted to one of the five types of evaluation. Be-
ll

cause ofthe modular approach, the unit materials were very yoluminous and'com-

plex. Planning for.the evaluation of an actual externally developed high school

political studies program in a school district by a committee of school staff

was used as the bas for the unit. There was a considerable amount of pro-
.,.

grammed learning. used in the unit;'but the burden of the training was commdni-

,Lated through lengthy comments by an external evaluation consultant working with

the -ommittee, which were
-

to be read by the trainees during the training sessions.
,

A systems analysis approach to evaluation was stressed, and attention given to

the possible uses, similarities and differences of various models of evaluation.

The overview and each of the five independent modules were distributed

for review to Laboratory staff and selected practicing school' personnel.

Generally, the Laboratory, staff members considered the content of the modules

to be quite good, but had some reservations about the format and wordiness

of the presentation. The external school reviewers judged portion's of the

varidus modules to be quite useful. They were, however, rather negative about

the form and length of presentation and quite critical about the general

didactic t e of mdca of the material. They felt that some parts of it were

insulting and that the structure of the modules forced them to spend a large

amount of time going through material,they already knew in order to learn the
.

.
- t

, . ,
- .3.

new material. They also, questioned the usefulness to school staffs of some

of the content of'thp unit. ,

Unit replannin: "At the,, dime the.prototype test was being completed,

i
,. t .

- 44
. I t

4 %



thbr6lifere several chaAges in personnel unrelated to the development of the

unit. In view of the overall reactions of the school based reviewes of the

unit, the decision was made to undertake a replanning effort that would be
. ___. ...._.

based on field based interviews with school staff. The interviews were to

1 4

include those who had responsibilities specifically for evaluation activities,

building principals, teachers and curriculum specialists. An initial inter-

view study'Was conducted by a staff member trained in sociology and was

carried out in two school districts: Oakland and Novato, California.' The

,
former district is a largeurban district that had a number-of ESEA Title I

,

projects with heavy emphesis'on evaluation; the latter is a suburban

district that had several innovative'projects under way in the schoOls.
,
The

information gained.from these interviews was presented in a staff paper

(Cassells). . / .

Following this initial effort, a number'of evaluation, specialists were

asked to nominate exemplary evaluation projects they knew had been
i
conducted.

The staffs of these projects were contacted and many were subsequently inter-

viewed., The purpose of, these interviews and observations was to learn vile did

what, and how, in these exemplary projects and also to learn what,the various

participants in the projects would like to have ddne differently:, It shOuld

be emphasized that these various interview studies Were not conducted in any

i
kind of systematic way. They were rather nasvtily arranged efforts tO`gain a

better understanding of the self-perceived needs of school staff, for prepare-
.

A
tion that would help them in collecting and using information about school

A

programs so that a revised evaluation unit could be planned to respond to

these needs.

The information obtained in thig fashion was summarized in a planning

paper that. also set forth the purposes am.: general outlines for a unit 'that

12,f
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would most likely be seen as hqlpfill by school s.kafft (Educational Management

Program, June 1973), :The proposed unit had two major, goals, with sets of

.goal ..0dicators-,, and with .eyen more detailed objectives derived from the goal

indicatoq.. The first major gbal.mightbe seen as dealing with whdt is .often
,.

formatie evaluation, andothe second goalseen as dealing with the
^

-

general area of summative evaluation, the idea of collecfing.information
s., c4

that would be-useful to people who had to make program decisions 'of various

kinds iindeil'ay the general Prhris,fdr-the-unit at this time.
ti

,Initial. work on *Nis reconceptthlized unit was started, recognizing thatr
.

'the two major goals of theun and d the related objectives were highly inter-

., a,ctive, That isAwhile the; goals anti objective for a unit might be separable
..

, into fordfative and sunll'atiie evaluation, in practice the activities and accom-
. ,

, plishments of school staff that contributed to these two kiildspf evaluation

N

0

were not, and the unit
4
&obailly could not be neatly divided in this'iway.

. te-
,, _,.1

* :Second unit -prototyp0 :17.Dratts ofIthe material for four three hour,
,

..11 . . Mb

raining sess ions were
..

canpleted, drawing heavily on information and.experience
.

1.

I
V

gained'in an actual kchool*evaluation project where, the author of the draft

had been involved as an. external evaluation consul4nt. Insofar as possible,
.

,

the plAning temn approach was%used in the unit, but with a strong emphasis on

,active tra4nee involvement
ft.:,-

.

team.- ,, '

. These drafS-1)rere used in four class sessions of a graduate course in

throgh rOrbplaying as Members of the evaluation

A
,

- - , - .

Curr$tulumr,Evaluation being conducted atCa/ifornia State University, San

.
- . .

I A -

Francisco (CSUSF). Virtually-all the clazn members were practicing teachers,

counselors or. administrators. Program sterinemt;ers served as observers of

these ,essions, an

the participants.

earitten questionnaires and comments were obtained from

4. 4

Two major concl ions were reached as a result of this

ti

ro

13 /4
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first trial: First, while,several of the role playing sessions worked,

moderately well, success depended-'very markedly o the fortuitous composition

of the role playing, groups, and once the rolek.a ing and simulation broke.

_down it was difficult to *get things going again. Second, and more
. ..

important, the participants did not seem able to deal with the idea of 4

decision making in any systematit fashion, nor was there any common acceptance''

of the idea of program evaluation as oppd ed to teacher or student evaluation.

Three independent analyses showed t that approximately half o± the objec-

tives identified in the planning paper had been covered by this first draft o4

material. At about this timejNovember 1973) the staff was informed of the

planned termination of theprogram in'one year, with greatlylreduced funding.

The decision was made, therefore, to focus as much as possible on the formative

evaluation goal of the unit.

First field test version. Following this prototype test, material for a

completely new first session was prepared and tested separately in a class at

CSUSF. This material was designed to introduce participants to the ideas of de-

cisions, decision makers, contributors to decisions and factors that affect

*

decisions. The first draft appeared tobe useful but also in need of further

revision%

The materials for what were now five proposed sessions were extensively

revised and edited, and supplementary readings for each session chosen and an-

notated: As soon as.sthe revised materials were completed in draft form, seven

people who had had a variety of school staff experience were asked togo through

the unit in five successive half-day sessions in July 1974. A program staff''

member served as coordinator, and at the end of each half-day session, the par-

ticipants offered detailed and useful critiques pf the material. Many of their

suggestions were incorporated in the materials used in the next field tests.

Arrangements for two field test sites to be used in August of 1974 were

14



made. One of these Alas a one week experimental summer school graduate .course'

at CSUSF. The other was a four day workshop sponsored as part of the Pro-

fessional Development Program (PDP) of the Association of California School

,''Administrators (ACSA), and held at Marymount College in Palos Verdes, California.

The experimental summer school course was one of two offered at CSUSF

during the same week, one in the_morningand one in the afternoon. Only four

people registered for the evaluation course in the afternoon. Having been.in

the course on plogram design in the_Morning, they were fatigued and relatively

unmotivated by, the time they came to the afternoon session. By and large, the

field test was not successful when judged as a field test, primarily-because

of these adMinistrative considerations %' The staff had, however, contracted

for a non-staff-observer to attend the fiVe sessions and to assess the use-

fulness of the materials for each of the five sessions. Subject to the
*,

, --limitations the field test situations,ons his written interlinear-suggestions1A

and report were quite useful in subsecluent revisions. Three of the four

, participants judged the uorkshop to be "fair" and one judged it to be "good."

one described it as "excellent" or "poor," but free response.comMents were

generally negative.

The same version of the materials was used in the ACSA'sponsored workshop,

. but since only welve hours were available, the coordinator had to combine-por-

tionS of the third and fourth sessions into a single session. The time limita-

tion Prevented collection of detailed information about effects of unit use,

but participants were asked to give overall reactions and opinions about

strengths and weaknesses of each session. Additionally, a program staff member

observed the entire workshop to identify potential problem areas. The workshop

coordinator was a Laboratory staff member not previously familiar with the unit.

The workshop participants were school staff members who chose this

15
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particular training from among five different "courses" offered by the

Professional Development Programs. Twenty people completed the workshop.

(sue has a teacher, nine were principals, four were district superintendents

.and six classified themselves4is "Other Administrative Positions."

Fifty percent of the participants described the workshop as "excellent"

nd forty-five percent described it as "good." One person described as

Cpoor" and said he thought the use of role playing was a very poor device.

Of those ulio had had no experience in evaluation, two-thirds judged the

workshop as "excellent," and the other third judged it to be "goad." Forty-

The percent said the material was "moderately, difficult," and forty-five

percent saidrit was "moierately easy." Tho people said they thought it was

"too easy." Those with no experience in evaluation, rated the unit as somewhat

more difficult than did those who had had experience:

At the end of the workshop, participphts were asked if they would he

interested in conducting a field test of the unit in their district: Six of

them responded positively. In follow -up contacts, only` one sup ilAendept was
Nt,

\ able tocdrrange for staff participation in a field tegt. He r ommended thSf

county office sponsor,the field test so that some of his staff could participate)

When arrangements.were made, the superintendent provided, released time for four
i.';

- ...

,..

paid
.

department had and a curriculum specialistrland paid their tpl;e1 and lodging
,,

expenses for a &o and a half day uorkshopl-
l
r e other five who hid indica ed

. . ',,,.0;01. - ,

interest in field testing were unable to schedule. field tests within the limits
, .

, . . f-
f;

imposed by the program contract schedule,lout several also expressl re_ rvation
-

P

about .their own preparation as coordinators... 1 :,;0 N,

k

Second field test 'version. The experiende, information from pftticipants

and, staff observations from these first two workshops were used. in'revision ,I9

of portions of the materials. Most of the'reVisions were made in the first

session dealing with the issues of decisiohs and decision makers. Additionally:

16
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. - 0
attention was given to 'plans for the collection of better summative evaluation

, , , .

information than had been collected previously.
.'\

.

"Four field test sites were arranged; ihree'in California school

r

districts, and one in the Alaska State Department of Education. A total'of

64 participants used all or palts of the materials. Approximately one-third

were teachers and a little more than half were principals or other adminis-

trators; five were school counselors.

Thirty-nine of these participants responded to overall judgment questions

,

at the conclusion of the workshop. Of these, eighty percent said that theyhad

learntd what they had expected from the workshop, ten percent said they had not

J \I

gotten what they expected, and'ten percent said they had mixed reactions. "he

participants were also asked what they would recommend to a friend if he sought

r--.6
advice about participAtng in a similar workshop. Eighty-five percent indicated

that the unit was worth the investment of their own time. The results are

presented in more detail.

'Response Number iPercent

21 54

12 y 31

Take on released time, if no fee 4 10

Do not take 2. 5

In order to assess effects of the workshop, it was decided to construct a

set of items that would appear to solicit opinions about evaluation procedurps
o

or values. The, item content was chosen, however, by a detailed consideration of

the purposes and content of each session in the unit; a five-choice "agree-
..

disagree" statement was written if in the judgment of two of the developers an

expectation of a par)ticular response could be b'ased on the unit/content. Thus,

4. Take on own time, with fee of $10

. .

Take on own time, if no fee

while the items appear to assess. opinions, they might be judged .to have content

validity as indicators Of unit effects.



Approximately fifty such items were written, and four Laboratory staff

, members, knowledgeable-about evaluation, were asked to respond to them

without knowledgt of the content of the'unit. Some items were edited, re-
,

written or eliminated. Care was also taken to insure that the "correct"

. responses were about evenly divided between "agree'! and "disagree." No

forms of the opin'ion questibns were constructed, judged to be roughly
4 c'

parallel. 'These forms are *included in the Appendix A, with the "correct"

answers circled.

It seems likely ghat these two,forms would yield good scales of opinion

and might even yield a reasonably good Guttman scale. Lack of time and

fiunds'have,,however,\prevented anyteSt of the scales. Stores were obtained

on a scale from zero to \ \99. In three of the four sites, random halves of

the participants were asked to complete Form A or B before the workshop and

the alternate form after theyorkshop. Analysis of these data showed that

ithe Forms A and B were equal in "difficulty" with means of 79 and 78 and

standard deviatd.ons of 9.3 and 9.8. ", c

The relationship between the pre--and post-opinion scales,)pboling

data from the two forms, for the 32 participants who,provided,usable data

are 'shown in the table belowl. It should be noted that many more than these

32 completed the workshop. A number of the. participants did not notice

that the opinion questions were printed on'two sides of the same sheet and

so did not answer all items. In other instances, the particip6nts' work

schedules did not pern.4_t them to stay io prOide the posttest data.

JE8
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90-99

82-89

74-81

.66-73

58-65

(
Totals

Mean

- 14

A

Table 1

Pre- and Post-Workshop Opinibn Scores

Post-Workshop Scores
.

,

66-73 82 -89

4 `

1 1

'1 pe 2.

12

1 i4

,,-

4' 11'

90-99 Totals

3 5

4 7

4
.

.
7

5- , 10

1 3

.,-16 32 .-
-.4

. /
Table'2

Statistics-` for Pre- and Post-Workshop Ppiiiions

Pre- Scpre Post - Score Post - Pre

78 89 11

,K0 11
A

4. Standard

c

9

1

of

,
I

It'is et lient from these data that, as a group, participants did alter
.

: .
.....

.)

their expressed opinions, in the directions,indicated by the content, of the
i, -

material. If the band indicated by the diagonal lines is used as indibative
i%,,,

of no change in opinion, then one can conclUde that 23 (72 %) changed in a
,

......,

r....
.

4 --, 4

,positive direction, th e (91)'changed in a negative directi n and six (19%) .

showed no change. The penctage of positive change seems qul.te marked when,

.1 4
/dip considers the fact that the scores on the pretest were RuiXe high before

A

the workshop. The mean change,is statistically significant a.,

4 ..

In additi n to information related to use of the unit thatiwas collected
A..

by the staff, threw other kinds of evaluation evidence are available: an

unsolicited reprt TOM a field test; actions of the ACSA Professional,

19
A
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Development staff; and expert reviews of the second field test version.

Unsolicited field test report. The staff member from the University of

Alaska who had handled the arrangements for the field test site in that state

'sent to the program an unsolicited report (Hecht). She, had prepared five

questions about the workshop that were of interest to her and she distributed

the questions to the participants. at the 'Onclusion of the workshop. Responses

\ to be mailed; nine of the twelve participants responded. The individual
. 4.

respdlCes are given in the entirety in the report which is included as

.

, a

Appendix B. The fivelkestions and:a classification ,of the responses is t

Ik
given asherd; the responses were classed, positive, neutral, negative ot

uncertain by the author of this import.

it,'

.,,,

D9 you feel you have learned anything in this workshop which 04.11
be useful in your area of responsibility.? Explain. \

..;

Eight ,of the responsesjwere considered to be positive, without
reservation;one tras cfonsidered to be neutral or positive with
some reservation.

A

Z. What your opinion of theaterial.s.Tresentel at the workshop? '

a. content? b. format?
e

Five responses were Considered to be clearly positive, and four
to be,neutral or pag-tive with reservations..1 .

3. Do you see any pse for these materials or similar.in your job
situations? EUlaia.

,

Four responses were colistdered positive, two positive With
reservation, two were judged to be negative, and (one could

2notobe Classed. At least some of the reservations seem to be
related charactdristics of the job situation rather than

.

-

to, the per se.
4

4. In your opinion, show d AEPIC/CNER consider sponsoring.
similar workshops in the area of program evaluation? lhefly

explain. 1 -

.

.
.

, Five responses appeared to be positive; three neutralvor
uncertain, and one negative. The responseg seem to be directed

.
f

to the general quOtioA of the value of workshops, and so only
amilidirect assessment of this particular workshop.
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5. Pleae comment freely as to any additional reactions, suggestions
etc. you may have...

Five responses were interpreted as being quite positive about the
workshop, and one as being positive-but with reservations about
future use. The others could not be judged, or related to iliatters
other than, this particular workshop.

Overall, tii,report seems to be quite positive about theaterials and

the workshop; but there seem to be some who have reservations or even

negative feelings about the value of the materials to them or about using
4

them in the future.

ACSA-Professiorial Develo ent Pro ram actions. After the ACSA-sponsored

workshop in August, Dr. Edward Beaubier, Assistant Executive Secretary of

ACSAreported that a number of the participants spoke to him very positively

about le workshop. They, recommended that it be included as a regulai part

of, the ACSA-PDP offering. In the fall, after the three district workshops

had been completed, the'liaisOn administrators for PDP did, in fact, vote to

include it in their offerings. ACSA has now contracted with the Educational

Sefvices Division of theeLaboratory to purchase materials and coordinator

services to offer the'workshop four times in different parts of the state..

Expert review of materials. After final revision of the unit materials,

arrangements were made to haev.two speCialists in evaluation review the

materials and reipond to ques,tidns pcsed'by to program staffs The questions

are included in Appendix C, tilt the reviewers were encouraged to offer any

comments about the materials they thoi?ght.in Orde. .

The two reviewers were chosen to,represent two quite different kinds' of

experience: They were:

Dr. David Payne
School ot.Education .

The University of Georgia

Mr. Reginald Corder

Evaluationand Advitory Services
Bducationar/esting Service
Berkeley, California

21.
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Dr. Payne has frequently taught courses in curriculumevaluation, is

.

the author of several books on measurement and evaluation and has served as

a consultant on school evaluation efforts and on the development of competency-

based,administrator training. Mr. Corder has had extensive experience as a

secondary school teacher and-counselor and, for the last ten years, has been

extensively involved in providing professional consultation to. school

planning and/or conducting evaluation projects.

Following are quotations, from Dr. Payne's letter of transmittal sent

with his report.

"After studying the materials from cover to cover, I must conclude
that they Are the best I have seen....The package is far superior
to, the Worthen et al. simulations...and of course Your materials
are only a fraction of the Worthen costs. One index of my enthusiasm
is my intense desire to use your materials this summer when I teach
a course in curriculum evaluation...several Colleagues of mine'from
one of our state Cooperative Education Service Agencies may be con-
tacting you...about the possibility of securing the materials for

use in a workshop in March."

Excerpts from Dr. Payne's responses to the questions posed by the program

staff are presented'below; the complete responses are given in Appendix C.

1. Adequacy and Responsiveness of Unit Goals and Obleclgres.

"This reviewer definitely feels that the evaluation unit would be ,

appropriate for principals and instructional supervisors, and to .a
lesser extent for teachers. The gOals listed on pp. ix -x, and ob-
jectives identified on pages 1.3, 2.3, 3.3, 4.3, and 5.3 are definitely
important ones, and if met and when applied could result in improved
instructional. programs. One wonders if objectives dealing with the
mechanics of undertaking cost-effectiveness analyses have been
slighted. The five steps identified in the evaluation proceSs are
logical and the ones usually stressed in such training programs."

2.''Relation of UnitActivities to Goals and Objectives.
P.

"In general .activities are highly responsive to the session

objectives. One possible exception might tie the degree to which

Objective 2 on p. 2.3 and Objective 2 on P. 3.3 are treated

adequately in. their respective sessions.

Obviously great care has been tdken the development of...the

materials. The directions for the coordinator are the most Complete

this reviewer has seen. The material on role paaying,and discussion-

leading is most helpful. In additions qthe explicit and implicit

"emphasis on decision-making is to be commended."

tl
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3. Tasks of the COordinator.

"Obviously some background in research, measurement, and evalu-
ation, both academic and experiential, would be most helpfurto a
potential coordinator. In addition some human relation training
would stand a coordinator in goockstead.".

.

4. Training Time Devoted to Unit and sections.

"In general tasks seem relatively well balanced for time. This

reviewer'would be very hard presSed to eliminate mlof the sessions,
The notionr, as suggested'on p. xv of using a 121/2 or 131/2 hour
schedules does not seem like a viable alternative. The saving.of
time is not that great, and yet considerable loss-in training over
important topics would probably results

Despite the fact that they have been field, tested this. reviewer
finds it difficult to accept the fact that Sesfions 2 and 3 each
really require three }ours."

5. Cost of Materials

"There is no doubt that the projected pricing of the unit w ill
be one of the strong' points in it's appeal. Most, other similar units,
particularly thoSe available from commercial sources, are priced
three or four times the present price. Costs are well within the
budgets of virtually all public schools and those of graduate students."

6. Use of Unit,

"This reviewer would have no reservations about using the unit .

either in a college br university teaching situation or in conducting
workshops with public school personnel or professional organizatiOns
,(assuming that they were relatively inexperienced in evaluation).."

% h...the chief "competitor" with, the Far West materials
would probably be-the simulation exercises ,develOped by Blain
Worthen. These materials run into several hundreds of dollars

and are not nearly so detailed in presentation, particularly with
regard to what participants and coordinator are to do, as are
the Far West materials. The Far West materials are far superior
with regard tosobjectives-and si)edIficatioh of activities,
responsibilities, and roles of both patticipantssand coordinator."

. .

I'

Excerpts from Mr. Corder's report, which was in the form of.a letter are
.

quoted below. The entire letter is included in Appendix C, except for the

initial and final paragraphs, which are no't related tothis unit..

"I was pleased to see a trhining package directed to program
improvement, and to an audience-at the building level...More and
more I have come tokbelieve tha or program improVement and
actual use of.evaluatiop data th 'rsons actually engaged in

1

4
4 If

:rn nr,
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the program.should have major responsibility for planning and

conducting the evaluation..." '

'"I would like to use the materials in a situation where
building staff wish to evaluate a new program...most small
projects, at least,and building level projects think of the
evaluation too late, not at the time ofprograwdevelopment.
I mould be highly receptive to a'call from a superintendent
which went, 'Come and help us plan for the evaluation of a
program which we expect to get under way next fall (or spring

or,whatever).' The opportunity to use your materiais under
these circumstances, to get program staff involved in the'
elements of planning for program improvethent, and then liter
engaged in working on the evaluation of their real program would

be attractive to me. I am most hopeful for the materials Under
these circumstances., While such circumstances are ideal, I also
think that the materials would be successful in a less ideal s
situation where I would say,''Okay, I'll come and' put together
an evaluation which will save your project funding now, but as the

next step you mustprovide staff time fol' a workshop in which they,

will leaxn something about planning their own evaluation.'
.,.Even "under forced conditions, however, the materials are pre-
sented in simulations which could engage the interest of a

building level audience:"

Conclusions . 9.

) Na. . . 0
The information'that has been obtained about Ws unit indica:Ns that

it is effective as material fort, training. It is generally seen as useful by

those.who have used the materialan91. meets a need that is semi as important

by both, school personnel and non-school 'specialists. The major unanswered

questions are: the extent to which the unit is dependent on the personality,

qualificationg, and evaluation philoiophy of the coordinat/r; the amount of
,

preparation required by coordinators who may vary greatly in the qualifications;

and the variations from one situation to another in the1 efulness of the role

playing. In one instance, the need to assume a part-icular role in front of

colleagues in a district appedted to create a confli.tt and perhaps even a

personal problem for one participant.

While it would undoubtedly be good to devote
7
additional effort to getting

more information about the use of the fit, ds,are not available for such
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s a
I' y °

)1 'It
s e

an_undertaking. On balance, the available ilifonnatioh seems to justify ',taking
.

.1
the unit,in its present form. available for use in schools and universities.

., .'.,

The unit has been reproduced 41 limited quantity, and ig-available for
.. i

sale through the Laboratlry. The Participant's Handbook is priced at $7.95;

the 'Coordinator's Handbook, transparencies, and' filmstrip and cassette tape

cost $34.95.
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APPENDIX A

Name:

0PINION QUESTIONNAIRE
(Form A)

Indicatewhether
)xou

agree or disagree With the following statements by

,
"acirclinl'oll'af: of the numbers froM one (sl.ongly.disagree) to fiVe (strongly'.- a,

, ,
( 'agree).-" Example: "Charlie Brown is- a good baseball manager." 1 (2) 3 4 5 ,,

disagree agree

. 1. Evaluotion should be Perforfmed only When a progranvis
completely deVeloped..

2

a.

Evaluation studies should determine the correct` decisions _,`
about how to change or improve a program.

3. The real test.of an evaluation is whether it helps some -
one hake a better .decision on _hew totimprove a progrp.

,

4 . Evaltfation should .not befdone by people who are on the
school -district staff..

5.. Evaluation is not a very 'common I3uman activity4-

o...The first-step in planning-for evaluation, is to identify
the oss,ible decistohs on how to improve, the program. 1 2 3

7. "Term nate the proglanf," is a good example of the kind off..
decis on Which could be listed as:Possible at the 1)eginring 1 2 3

. l
3i 4 5

3 4 5 .

- 1 2, 3

3 , 4 5

,3 4- 5

of an evaltWon study.
A

..., , 1 ' +,

1

. ''... .",

8. ,Valuatilan, information will be Most useful ify it is related
to partiTular decisions and decision. makers.

,./a
,

:9. Time anemoney are likety to be wasted if possible ,alter-
native actions or.4mprovements in the program are specified..
in advance, ... ...

-;
10. All fees/ble Alternatives should be considered before

making a decision.
-

11. If ailternatives orb not stipcified in advance., information .

necessary formatting the decision may not be collected.'

12. The valtmsr ideals, ar.d constraints affecting decisions
are4mqn9,the less important factors to consider in plannin'g'

" and'cg-n4ting'lgx''evaluation.

2, 3

3. 4

1 ,2 3

2 3

5

1'
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Opinion Questionnaire
Form p. 2

$

Name:

I

'13: Instruments should not be chosen until information ne&ls

and probable sources have been identified.

14 Methods to be used in analAing the information that will
be collected in an evaluation=study.do not need to be

outlined until after data are collected.

15._Information'needs can be :identified by matching program.

characteristics with the'considerations important to

the decision maker(s).

16. When planning information collection, it is important to

coaSIder whether enough subjects are available to justify the' 1 2 3

cost of collecting and'analyzing particular kinds of data.

disagree ,agret

1 2 3

1 2 2,

17. Community publications are often a good source of information

for use in fohiulatingtquestions for program evaluation. 1 k 3

18. Standardised tests are a complete Source of information

on a program.
)k-

3 4 5

19. Even in a well -run evaluation, consultant help or data

processing serviedSmaybe necessary. 2 3

20. The interests and requirements of the decision maker must

be a prime consideration in how evaluation report is

put together.

21. Simplicity is irrelevant in data display.

;

22. The evaluator should plan how to obtain evidence about the

relevance and reliability of data to be collected in an

evaldation study.

1

1 2 3

3 4 5

1 2 3

NOTE: Circled respdhses represent "correct" answers as determined from

unit content. 2
4

Scores represent the total of item values, obtained as follows:

;4
Response Response Value

"Correct" 4.5

Neutral $ 2.0

"Incorrect" 0.0
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.11
QUES1IONNAIRE

(Form B )

Name:

IndiLate whether you agree or disagree with the fallowing statements by circling

one of the numbers from one (strongly disagree),to five (strongly agree).

Example: "Snoopy should get the Re4 Baron.." 1 2 3 4

1. Evaluation should be performed while the program is being

developed.

2, Evaluation studies should be used in deciding whether to

disagree agree

1 2 3

retain, or drop part of the' cuh-iculum. 1 2 3

3. Teachers should have a major role in planning'and con-

ducting evaluation studies.

4. EvaluatiOn is a common human activity..

j5. The real test of an evaluatiOn study is whether or not the
evaluator is satisfied that he knows how good the program is.

6\ In planning for evaluation activities, it is not important'to
ditinguish information gathering decisions from program
modification decisions.

"Cgange the goals and objectives," is a good example of the
kind of decisions which could be identified at the beginning 1 2

of evaluatiOn'planning.

B. It is comparatively unimportant td know who has the authority

to make decisions about program modification. N.

. Specifyin g potential alternative improvements in advance
helps one focus valuation activities efficiently. ,

10. All feasible alternatives should be considered before
makirig a decision.

,11. Possible decisions and alternatives cannot be identified
until the evaluator has.specified necessary information.

. _

12. Program costs, academic effectiveness, and student
attitudes are usually relevant considerations in deciding

how to modify a. program.

1 2 3

1 2 3

??9

4 5

1 2
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13. Instluo.,it% should not be chomn until information needs
and pr(bAle sourt, of information have been identified.

4

14. If infnmition,ahalr,is planned ahead, information may
be collected in an inconvenient form.

15. Infw;:. lion needs can be identifed by matching program
characteristics with the considerations important to the
decision maker(s):

disagree

1 2 3

1 2

3 11 5

1G. It is essential-to schedule data collection activities and
personnel assignments before implementing the evaluatiOn plan. 1 2 ,3'

17. Information about students can be gotten only from them.

18. Evaluators should develop all their own instruments.

19. A well-trained evaluator should be able to handle all
aspects of data collection and processing.

20. Comprehensibility is a prime consideration in data display.

21. In order to be useful at all, eialuation recommendations
must be written with specific decision makers in mind.

22. The evaluator should plan how to obtain evidence about
the relevance and reliability of data to be collected.in
an evaluation study.

3 4 5

3 4 5

1

NOTE: Circled responses represent "correct" answers as determined from
unit content.

Scores represent the total of item values, obtained as follows:

Response Response Value

"Correct" 4.5
Neutral 2.0

"Incorrect" 0.0

1

r,
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APPENDIX B

3

Report on

AEPIC/CNER Sponsored

EvaluatiQn Workshop .

-October 14-16, 1974

Lr 6

4

-.Kathryn AN Hecht
AEPIC Evaluator

Center for Northern Educational Research
University of Alaska

Novdnber 25, 1974
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On October 14-16, at the Holiday Inn An Anchorage, AEPIC/CNER.,

coordinated an evaluation works op for twelve participants from a
,

variety of Alaskan educationaljnatitutions (see list of partiFipants

attached).
. .

The materials used dug the workshop wer supplied by"the
A ,,

Far West Laboratory for Educati011 Ites earch and Development.
e .

,i, . .

This workshop is entitled "Evaluation,for Program Improvement"
C eo

from a training serie's c lled "Designing Instructional Programs ".

The workshop leader, br. Earl Mortensen of the Lab, was one of
s,

V the developers of these training materials:
. ,, .

As evaluhtor for AEPIC and workshbp coordiriator,,I.decide4

to let the participantis speak for themselves on the value of this-

and othNe such activities if): term of their p4fessianal need, as

they are certainly in the best position to judge. Their answers to

my questions are ire Orfted fullyin the, following pages. ,The-

questions were discussed during a brief introductory talk the first
. ..

N.

day of the worikhop'and passed out at its completion, to be returned
1

by mail. 'Nine.of the 12 participants re4ponded, as of November 22.
q ,.!. 4 . . t, d

, . It should be noted that 'except for one day for sickness, each
. . ,

person attended all three days. ,- '.. h'y ' ) r .....'-',',..:::..' ',- :
-

Also, two of the participants were from non-school settings.
.

$

Their comments reflect the fact that these materials are directed

toward a narrowly defined audience. They were told ahead of time

that the material was very school related, but chose to participate

anyway. Perhaps this de'cision reflects the urgent need felt for

evaluation training and the lack of such training readily available

in A l'a stka.
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From my limited observation of the workshop, 7 would like to

add the following comment's 'to those of the participanis:

Twelve people was a veryworkable number.

2. The role-playing technique used during most of the work- -
shop created good interaction. It seemed to put peop.le at
ease. Perhaps people are less afraid to speak up when
they are playing a role.

3. Three days of attendance is not too much to expect of busy
people if they feel a need and wish to participate., and if
there interest can be held. .

Y

;

33
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PARTICIPANT'S RESPONSES

e 1 4C.\2' a

1. Do you feel you have learned anything in this workshop which will
be useful in your area of responsibility? Explain.

t , I .

This workshop was pertinent for me as Assisant Superintendent of the
1\lain'e.Schools with responsibility fpr-development, implementV.Qn and
evaluation of specially.fVnded programs..6 I have had the proble?pof
hating to do too much ok the proposal development and evaluation with

'out the involvement Of the teaching staff. Traditionally,, the teaching
staff has not been involved to any great extent in such efforts. By P
their'own admission, many teachers feel .inept in the area of program ,

evaluation. , ' 0

.4)

think' `the workshop will cause me:

To encourage more
To spend time with
and the process for
To make evaluation
and development.

- To make me aware
evaluation process.

Art,
v-

teacher involvement in es).alttation,v
individuals. and groups explaining evaluation)
devel6ping an education evaluation plan.
an integral component of,pr,ogram planning

of.the importance of group dynamics. igthe

0.

Definitely! As a present school board membe,:r I spend considerable
time reviewing program evaluations of our own school district as well
as others. Clearly the seminar has given me expanded perspective
of the process and proddct of the evaluation of programs.

Although I felthat I had gone through this type of workshop before,
there was a definite value in actually working up the kinds of materials
and to participate in the divisions inherent in the workshop format.

'

Yes, I learned something useful from the workshop. The major steps
of evaluation for program improvement resembled greatly but was
superior to my own structure. The Alternatives/Considerations
matrix and other Methods of presenting data were also useful.

qA

Yes - As coordinator for the minority group activity program, I ^

feel that the workshop provided me with facts concerning how important
it is to have an .evaluation program within a school district, such as,
who should be involved, the cost, and all the important factors and
tasks compiled together which can make or break an evaluation program.

Yes. Helped to refocus my thinking re program evaluation. Alec), if
package becomes available, could use with our staff.

34
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-,.. .,. .
Yes, I am respc? -i41q for programs n elementaryfclassrooms, and
I need to have. a ay ol4ain Worm tion abput.athse p rograms that
does,n ot come Q bits.aild pieces. .. -.. -k '.. l

41.

. a.

er, 0
*Vacs, I fe0 I hatit learne&some things from the workshOp: such as
measuring a *progi:arn and 'how to touch on both negative and positiVe
aspects of a program, also information on sources in the community
to resoal to for rections from the people.

0

Somwhat:' It's given rile a framework/references toroverall pr8gram
evaluation.

35
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2.. What is your opinion of the materials presented at the workshop?
a. content? b. format?

Theoconte'nt of the materials presented at the workshop were generallyo
good. The *materials did not reflect the Alaskan scene as might b'&
desirable for a ita\tewide presentation. Such materials developed
around an Alaskan school might be a good idea.

The format was good. I liked th'e idea of using, an actual school as
a model. The proirammey be a little too lo'ng to present a,s in-
service for the average busy school in Alaska.

"_71

The effective background for simulation activity and reveal vividly
the dynamics of real-life evaluation projects. The iontent is quite
good, and I believe the format is effective. OnApossible change

,might be to provide the individual ±ble descriittiSns.on separate
cards-to avoid our overviewing other roles to the extent that we
inhibit that "Payer's" activity.

Materials were excellent in that they represented a hypothetical.and
a practical situation. The content was excellent and the format
required step-by-step progress.

The annotated bibliographies were useful and the additional biblio-
graphy was oitstanding. Some negative inispressions on the format
were explained in the previous letter. I would have appreciated a
one-page agenda or. syllabus.

Since this was my first time attending such a workshop, I don't feel.
I am completely qualified to elaborate on paragraph 2 of your, question-
naire, I do feel that the material pxesented was excellent. From
listening to others in the workshop, the content could have been
based on actuality rather than simulation. The format is fine.

Both good.
*9

The content was clear and communicated at my level of interest and
Thinking about evaluation.

4*
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32

I thought thL. material given to, us ,for the amount of time spent on
this subject was adequate, , because if we got into any morel, or more1 difficult, I would have been confused because- of the lack of timespent ox it. , ... .

rv. 'rz.

i ,
Muchi of the content was too educa:tional program-specific forrEitneeds. The format, especially the simulation exercises,' was strong.
`Would help if all participants had more or less the same exposure to.subject matter.'

4
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3. Do you see any use for these materials or similar in your,job
situation? Explain.

Similar materials will be used as / work "directly with the teaching
staff. The entire program would be hard to- schedule for Nome:, It
rnight be acceptablA to a sizeable gr'§up-if itt is offered by\the Uni-
versity of Afagka,ovei; a perioil of. time fOr credit. If it could be
offered as a credit course and mee one evening a week for five
weeks., I suspect ten to fifteen local people will enroll.

. -
1

If I do move into. eclucationaladministiation as I am presently con-
sidering, I'm confident that kherewill be numerous Uses for similar
niaterialS. SimulatiOnafid related activities are rarely- unsuccessful
in stimulating leiining, and J would seek such materials for any

- 'instructional' projects for which I was responSible.rN
I definitely See use for. these types of situation inmateri
AnChorage and talked with "the group leader as to the possibility of
obtaining copies or permission to use similar items.

Lhave explained previously that much of the content can be adapted
I for evaluation training workshops for.a continued Mini-Grants pro-

. gram or for the ANCADA Training Program:. The format Will
have'to be altered to suit the target population, however.

., . 4*

P
4.

I'm sure this material will belie.lpful to me as .a. guide for future
use. It has the necessary instruments that will assist me in deter-
mining 41.ow tp go about putting an evaluation team together within
my own structure once.I have personne,l.

t` -
Yes. Work with professional staff in program evaluation.
, .........mar.1

Consultants involved in planning programs should be aware, of ways"
they can be evaluated.

The only way I,can see me using this material, in my job situation
would be comparing the .content with another program that I'm
working on.

Not really;
Imoroagr
A

1

.3s

als in our*
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,
4. In your opinion,. should AEPIC/CNER consider sponsoring

similar,workshops in the area of program ei,raluation? Briefly
explain.

, . - -

. Yes. There isnot enough understans png of evaluation among the
ranks of the average Alaska scho61 district and additional workshops
could ..

Yes, I believe AEPIC/CNER could provide a real service - especially
to small districts in Alaska - by spongoring sinillar workshops in,
the area of program evaluation. :Consumers seern,to be asking for
more evaluation, and I feel certain tharwe are entering an era of
greater emphasis on this field.

It would appear to me that there are definite advantages iri having
1 an agency or institution set up these types of workshops. Then there'

is no question as to the reasons for holding them.' That is, people
sometimes question the motive of a single district or state ageiicy.
I do not feel that the University would be so questioned.. x

I!rn really unable to offer any advise on this question. I gained from
the workshop, but I know that this program is not one that you'ie
required to service. f

I..be lieve workshops such as this one would be bei;ieficial in this area.
It should be made available to administrators, teachers and other
concern groups. Our evaluation program needs strengthening, and
this is one way to do that.

Yes. Larger districts could undertake this on their own, however.

Yes. Either- at the next step for this group or as an introductory
session like this one for a new group. Would personally like-the
"next step".

4.

Ye's, I think a program evaluation workshop should take place so we7

can cover the evaluation of many types of. programs.

,
Yes, I'd like to see a workshop designed around a more general
approach to 'program evaluation (less secondary) urban education*
context). ' .

%AA
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5. PleaSi comment freelytas to any acklitxonal reactions, suggestions

0 etc,., -y u may have. . . J
. k.

,-,-r.
comment . .t

' .." .
o .

, -"
. . ,

Dr. Earl Mtirtensen was an excellent leader. I question if the materials ... - ,.\

I

could be prpsented accurately by someone not as knowledgable regard-
ing the, pr,Ogram as was 131. MOrtensen. He inditaed that with some
in- ser0vice.trarning, almost anyone could conduct the program using
the prepai.6d materials, but I think screening of the ,candidate for
lea_der wood, be es ,.e'ntial. .

s.

"If the content of the workshop were condensed to a. two-day .schedule,
including an evening, some districts Might release employees for
ft, more readily.

s -. . y

I think the above repr esents my feelings. and would add no more.
. . . ..

J '1r, 0
Perhaps an "instant replay" of some of the simulation activities. ., ...-would be useful,in stimulating xriore serious-participation. ,

)
As Del.,Tohnson and Lou Gonzales would have it, lets summarize the
pro-gram and assign tasks.

I enjoyed the workshop and the personnel involved. Inaer changing
of ideas are very useful- you know.

Good workshop. Enjoyable, meaningful and helpful.

Excellent -I would have profited by concluding statements from the
moderator; even, though it was ,contained in the written Material I
respond best to "live" input. .

I feel that ju,..t about any evaluation workshop is worthwhile ISeigg`
that it is organizerproperly.

More on crow to define what ismeasuralle (goals and objectives', how
to Measure them (modals) - really wanted something more general,
which would readily.apply to a N:raziety of programs (this rriight not
fall into the realm of AEPIC/tNER but I think it should,1).

r'

O
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LIST OF PARTT 'PANTS

EvaluatiOn Workshop; Evaluation for Program Improvement
Octal:;er 14-16, Holiday Inn, ,Anchorage
.

Greater Anchorage Borough School. District
670 Fireweed Lane, Anchorage, AK 99503
277-66412

Dr. William Marsh
Ms. Susan Greene
Dr. Robert Vanslyke
Dr. Anna Beth Brown

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
P. 0. Box 1250; Fairbanks, AK 99701
.456-7934

Al4ska Federation of
1675 "C" Street,,
274 -3611

'.Mr. Lee ,C).une
Mr. Oates-
.

Natives, Inc.
Anchorage, AK 99501

Technical Assistance

JOM - Evaluator

Mr. Eric Ekvall

Mr. Karl greenewald, Jr.
Ms: Addie Brooks
Ms. Bertha Lowe

AN C.ADA
528 West 5th Street, Arichorage, AK 99501_ .
277-2578

Mr. Michael Moore .

Nome City Schools
P. 0. Box 131, Nome, "AK 99762

Mr. zDarold Hargraves
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APPENDIX C

Questions for Expert levieWer-s of

Evaluation for Program Improvement

In your review and report, you are encouraged to restiprid to the
kinds of questias you might ordinarily ask in review of training
Materials being considered for use by you in your school setting,
or in a training' session you might be conducting fortothers. We

are seeking your judgments about the unit, made in a way that you
think.is most realistic and meaningful to you as a User based on
your own past experience with similar kinds of materials. However,

listed below are'the questions to which we would like you to
respond:

1. Do-the _goals and objeCtives as stated in the unit,- or as
inferred by you from the content, -address an impbrtant need for
school staff, which if met would result in improving the effec-
tiveness with which school staff perform in their jobs?

2. Recognizing that there will be some relativ( minor
revisions made before the unit is released, does the unit in its
present form and content seem to be well directed, to the stated
,goals and objectives?

3. Is there additional information or materials that you
believe would simplify or improve the work that the unit Coordina-
tor would have to do? Are there situations or kinds of Coordinators
for which you might predict the unit would not work, and if so, can
you describes the limits on its use? (We know that the unit can
be used effectively by non-Laboratory Coordinators, because it has
been done. What we don't know, and have neither time nor money

to determine, are the limits on effective u of the unit.]

4. If the unit were ta be used, but the staff could not devote' #

the full fifteen hours judged to be necessary, what would be your
recommendations for sections to be,eliminated, stated approximately

in priority trder? (What coUld'be eliminated first, what second, .

and so on.)

5. Do you believe that this unit would be(used in school
staff training if it were available at a cost of $8.00 per partici-
pant, plus a charge of $35.00 for Coordinator's materials?

6. If a school district sought your recommendation as a paji
consultant for a staff training program, and you were satisfied that

0 staff was clear on what they wanted to accomplish in a new program,
would you recommend use of this unit? What other training procedures
and materials might you consider as alternatives to this one? 'How
would you rank this unit relative to these other materials?

42
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RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING
.TRAINING MATERIALS FOR EVALUATORS PRODUCED

BY FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCK
AND DEVELOPMENT

DAVID A. PAM

1. Adequacy and Responsiveness of Unit Goals and Objectives,-

It is difficult to identify which individual(s) in a school setting would

have the major reiPqnsibility for undertaking program evaluations. In larger

systems there maybe an "official" evaluator, or office of research. For personnel

in these kinds of positions, or rather the second line personnel, the unit maybei

appropriate. This reviewer definitely feels that the evaluation unit would be

appro'priat'e for principals and instructional supervisors, and to a lesser extent

for teachers.

The gbals listed on.pp. ix-x, and objectives identified on pages 1.3, 2.3,

, 3.3, 4,3, and 5.3 are definitely important ones, and if met and'When applied

( could result in improved instructional programs. One wonders if objectives

de ling with the mechanics of undertaking cost-effectiveness analyses have been

slighted, '

The five steps identified in the evaluation process are 'logical and the ones

usually /stressed in such training programs.
I

2. Relation of Unit Activities to Goals and Objectives.

In Lneral activities are highly responsive to the session objectives. One
, e .

possible exception might be the degree to Which Objective 2 on p. 2.3 and Objective
, ,

J

2 on p.:3.3 are, treated adequately in their respective sessions.

.
t%-s

Obviously great care has been takerein the development of the materials.

The directions for the c,ordinator are the most complete this reviewer has seen.

The material 6p. r&le playing and discussion-leading is most helpful. In addition

the explicit and implicit emphasis on decision-making is to be commended,.

43
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3. Tasks of the Coordinator

ObviouSly some background in research, measurement, and evaluation, both

academic and experiential, would be most helpful to a potential coordinator.
/

In addition some human relation training would stand a coordinator in good

stead.
A

(In addition see attached Sngebentary Resourceg List)

4. Training Time Devoted to Unit and Sections

In general tasks seem relatively well balanced for time. Tis reviewer

wouid.be very hard pressed to eliminate any of the sessions The notion, as

. ,suggested on p. xv of using a 122 or 132 hour schedules d es not seem like

"\ a viable alternative. The saving of time is not that great, and yet considerable

loss in training over important topics would probably result.

Despite the fact that they'have been field tested this- reviewer finds it

difficult to accept the fact that Sessions 2 and 3 each really require

three hours.

S. 'Cost of Materials.

.There is no doubt that the projected pricing of the unit will be one of the

N
stropg points inytts appeal. Most other similar units, particularly those

available.from commercial sources, are priced three or four times the present

price., hosts are well within the budgets of virtually all p'iblic schools and

tho.1e of graduate students.

6.,. Use 6T Unit

This revieger.would have no reservations about using the unit either i$ a

college or university teaching situation or in conducting workshops with public

sthool.personnel or pr,afessional organizations (assuming that they were relatively

0 inexperienced in evaluation).

t:.

.1 ,
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A list of additional resource materials that might be. used by 'dm coordinator

to gain background information is enclosed.

At!thii point in time-the chief ".ompetitor" with the Far We;t materials

would probably be the simulation exercises, developed by Blain Worthen of the

Northwest Regional Educational LOoratorY and others, and published by Charles

Jones Publishing Compagy.of Worthington, Ohio. These materials run into several

hundreds of dollars and are not'nearly so detailed in presentation, particularly

with regard what participants and coordinator are to do, as are the Far West
t

materials. The Far West materials are fa; superior with regard to objectives

and specification of activities., responsibilities, and roles of both participants

and coordinator.

7 Miscellaneous Observations

(a) It is not clear in the Introduction that the Annotated Readings are for

the Coordinator and not the participants.

(b) The Prologue will probably not receive an Oscar.

(c) Is giving the participants a choice of roles to play a reasonable approach?

It is obvious that some will be disappointed. Why not just allow the

coordinator to assign roles to individuals on the basis of his knowledge of

their backgrounds?

(d) Excellent summary of do.ta collection methods pp. 3.33-3.37.

(e) The suggested reading in Stufflebeam et.al. of Chapter 4 is perhaps ill-

advised due to complexity and high degree of abstractness. It will hot

win a PUlitzer Prize for Literature.

(f) At times it is.difffibult to folloq transitions from coordinator activities

or materials-to participants activities and materials, e.g from p.1.24

to 1.25.
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(g) The scoring guidelines for the wrap --up activity of pp. 5.28-5.42 are -

most helpful.

(0 'One wonders if it would be possible to provide participants real practice

in summarizing, analyzing, reporting, and writing recommendations from

hypothetical data. This kind of activity could perhaps bp included

between the Fourth and Fifth session.

(i) Dr. Hartman will really have to be on his or her toes during the Fifth

,pssion due to the magnitude and complexity of the exercise. Coordinator

needs to work very closely with this person prior to session.

(j) Providing participants with a hypothetical budget, or having them generate

one,would add greatly to the realism of the unit. Particularly when.

the budget reduction is imposed. A percent reduction would have to be

specified.

(k) Would it be possible to g rate a time matrix like that on page 1.3

for all the exercises and sessions so that the coordinator could better

plan for time?

(1) It is difficult to really get a handle on what "considerations" are

in Session 3. Are we really not talking about dependent variable

classificatiOns? I would not use the term dependent variable, but

would consider the concept. The intersection of source and variable

classification categories could still be used to specify instrumentation.

(m) Could not some of the participants in-session reading be accomplished

prior to reetings thereby allowing for shorter sessions? The material

in the participants handbook on pages 96-98 might profitably'be read,

for example,prior to Session 3.
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